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You read that right—recording musi-
cian! With this article I’m not looking to
preach to the choir of inveterate “scor-
ing musicians” (as in music-notation
users), they know more about computer
notation than I could convey in the
space I have. Instead I want to reach out
to the recording musicians, our main
readership as spelled out by the full
name of this magazine.

While music notation is not every-
body’s modus operandi, recording good
sounds certainly is. That means you
should take note (!) of Finale even if “writ-
ing music” to you so far has meant a pen-
cilled lyric sheet and a chord chart and a
maybe scratch recording... Why?
Because Finale comes with an awesome
sample library, worth the price of admis-
sion even before you take into account
the many other features that prove that
there’s more to Finale than excelling at
putting notes on paper, something it has
been doing very well for a quarter of a
century! In the process of checking out
this sample library, you just might—if you
aren’t already—become convinced that
notation on a computer screen can be a
very efficient way of producing music to
be recorded.

B Y  L O R E N Z  R Y C H N E R

This notation program can be a powerful tool for the Recording Musician
MakeMusic Finale 2014

1. Here’s where you define your
preference for sound assignments

in new projects.

Finale 2014 in action! This is a score in progress, designed as a tool for
auditioning Garritan sounds individually or in groupings. It shows only

a small fraction of the notational powers of the program.
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More than meets the eye
Finale has a long history of being a

leader in the field of scoring, anything
from a leadsheet to a symphonic score.
But MakeMusic, the company behind
Finale, with its many products of “soft-
ware to compose, practice, teach and
perform music” (to quote the company
website), has responded to the needs of
musicians working in many different
fields. The company provides specialized
software: Finale SongWriter, Finale
PrintMusic, Finale NotePad, Finale
SongBook, and the flagship app,
Finale—many a composer’s dream app.
Then there is SmartMusic, a separate,
subscription-based product for teaching
and practicing that may yet make it pos-
sible for some diligent practitioners to get
to the proverbial Carnegie Hall...

With the intricacies of notated music,
almost a thousand years’ worth of tradi-
tions and conventions combining graph-
ics and sound into a universal visual lan-
guage, comes the need for clarity in
instruction for the user. There is an incred-
ible richness of options and needs that
come with notation, so it can seem bewil-
dering. But you have to start somewhere,
and MakeMusic has gone to really great
lengths to provide help and guidance.
There are instructional videos, the com-

plete manual, the Quick Reference
Guide, and you can just search Google
for just about anything in Finale and get
an answer. Try it—for example, type
“crescendo in Finale” into the Google
search engine, and it’s all there, no need
to hunt around for the manual!

Garritan Instruments for Finale
As a child, Gary Garritan saw Harpo

Marx play the harp in a movie, and he was
hooked. Many years later, Garritan want-
ed to come up with an “electronic” MIDI
harp (it came out as the break-through sam-
ple collection “GigaHarp” back around the
turn of the century and is still going strong),

Think of the score
as a recording

device that allows
for instant playback.
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with notes on score paper, was a dry and
academic endeavor, where you have to
wait for flesh-and-blood players to show up
before you can hear what you wrote, think
again—and think in terms of the score
being a recording device that allows for
instant playback.
There are two overall sound sets avail-

able from within Finale (before you
import any others—something that is also
possible). In this pop-up you define, once
for all, your priority for which of the two

you wish to get assigned by default when
you start a new project. (Figure 1)
The list of Garritan Sounds in Finale 2014

is way too long to reproduce here, it would
take up many pages. Instead, get the PDF at
tinyurl.com/GarritanSounds2014 and dis-
cover their rich variety for yourself.

Control over the recording
The following table shows the assign-

ment of Garritan sounds in the template
of an orchestral score, using Finale’s

default “Chamber Orchestra” template
(to differentiate it from the even larger
“full” orchestra). (Figure 2). In this list you
can mute or solo individual instruments
just like you would on a mixer or in a
DAW: the M column shows that all instru-
ments are muted (overkill, done for demo
purposes) except the 1st French Horn that
is shown as Solo in the S column. Note
that there are a great many non-classical
templates and also sounds for all music
styles—there’s something for everybody!
You’ll see right away what I meant by

Finale being a “recording” tool—right on
the score itself, at the beginning of the
part, you can have an audio panel,
showing individual track instrument/track
volume and panning, and status (Record
or Solo or Mute). In Figure 3 you see the
soloed French Horn 1 with the muted

French Horn 2. If you’d rather see all
orchestral instruments with their individual
tracks on a “real” mixer, you have that
option as well, as shown in Figure 4.
But long before you get to this level of

control over your “mix” you have much
more control right inside the score: Every
dynamics marking can be defined; start
value and end value of crescendos or
diminuendos can be specified—it’s like an
automated mix. And if you forget how to
create the dynamic marking in the first
place, click on its symbol in the tool palette
and at the bottom of the score a helpful hint
appears (Figure 5).

Input—choose your weapon
As you’d expect, there are various ways

to put notes on the screen, some in real time
with a metronome clicking if you so choose,
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a quest that set him on a course towards
sampling and becoming a virtual instru-
ment pioneer, an early and well-known
designer and producer of high-quality sam-
ple libraries. Finale has included a selection
of Garritan sounds since the release of
Finale 2006. Later, in 2011, MakeMusic
acquired the Garritan Corporation, and
Gary’s job description became Director of
Instrumental Sciences at MakeMusic.
When you use Finale, you can hear

back what notes you input as soon as you
have placed them on a staff, and you have
a choice of sounds that you can assign to
each instrument. So if you thought that
“writing music” the old-fashioned way,

MakeMusic Finale 2014

2. This is the instrument list for the score on page 40.

3. Audio control panels next to
each part on the score.

4. A view of the full mixer for all parts at once.

6. This panel has the MicNotator
and Audio Test controls.

5. Helpful instructions like this one
pop up under the score when needed.
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others in “frozen” time until you hit play-
back: From a MIDI keyboard or other MIDI
device, with the mouse, from the QWERTY
keyboard (best in conjunction with a numer-
ic pad—it’s worth getting an external USB
model if your laptop has none!), and you
can even use a microphone.
That last feature is called “MicNotator”,

and although it sort of feels like you’re
recording, you’re really not—keep it
straight and think of it as typing, because

the software can’t recognize slurs and
scoops and glissando etc. This pop-up is
where you set up how MicNotator will
work, and this is also where you’ll find a
nifty tester (“Test Audio Output”) to see if
your computer’s sound output is happen-
ing: see Figure 6.

MIDI—absolutely
This is another area where Finale may

surprise some with its full MIDI implemen-
tation. It goes way beyond the obvious
like recognizing the MIDI note numbers
as pitches and their velocity numbers as
attack dynamics, and sustain pedal ups
and downs for the piano.
Channel Pressure (monophonic after-

touch) can be recorded, edited, and be
active on playback. Ditto for continuous
controllers (pitch bend and mod wheels,
volume pedals, breath controllers etc.).
That’s another way to automate your mix!
There’s a lot more than we have space for.

Human Playback, Keyswitches 
Isn’t it nice to know that no monkeys

came to grief during your latest scoring
project? Human Playback is an uncannily
smart feature that turns what would be a
cold computer-like rendition into a lifelike
one. There is an entire dictionary of terms
and symbols that Human Playback reads
and interprets, right from the score page.
Type in, for example, one of almost fifty

words dealing with tempo, or pick one of
the scribbles that Jazzers like to use
(Figure 7), and you’ll hear the effect in
playback, automatically and on the fly.
In conjunction with Human Playback

there are the Keyswitches that have long
ago been implemented in Garritan’s sam-
ple libraries, which are now a part of the
features in Finale. Say you’re fiddling
away, and here comes a pizzicato note
(plucked)—all you need is a pre-assigned

MIDI key to be activated and the sample
being used changes from the (bowed) fid-
dle sound to a plucked one. But you don’t
have to hit that MIDI key, you just type the
letters pizz. on the staff above or below
the notes, and the switch will happen on
the fly. Obviously you have to use one of

the Garritan samples that were pro-
grammed to have the layers built into them
for switching to work—they are recogniz-
able by the letters KS after the file name.

Here’s hoping
I hope that this short teaser can inspire

you to look into the Garritan sounds—
they are lifelike, refined, and designed
with the musical practicalities in mind that
can make a mockup project into some-
thing that sounds like the “real” thing—as
long as the user has done his or her
homework to know what the “real thing”
should sound like in the first place, and
how to notate it. Happy exploring!

Price: $600 (full version); $350 for aca-
demic and theological use. Upgrade
from previous version, $139.95; many
other upgrade and crossgrade options
are available, and the Garritan libraries
may be purchased separately for DAW
use.

More from: MakeMusic, 
www.makemusic.com

Finale comes with an awesome sample
library, worth the price of admission

to the entire notation package.

7. Articulation instructions like these are implemented automatically on playback.
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